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Brenner Sans
The unobtrusive Brenner Sans is part of the 
Brenner superfamily, combining seemingly 
unrelated styles into one remarkably harmonious 
family. Brenner Sans recalls the rationalised neo-
grotesques of the 20th century.
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Type Family Overview
STYLES

Brenner Sans comes in 16 
styles, available as static 
font files or Variable Font 
families.

Brenner Sans

Light Italic
Regular Italic
Medium Italic
Bold Italic

Brenner Sans Condensed

Light Italic
Regular Italic
Medium Italic
Bold Italic

RELATED FONTS

Brenner Slab
↗ Web

Brenner
↗ Web

Brenner Mono
↗ Web

Brenner Display
↗ Web

Brenner Script
↗ Web
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Design Information

Design Concept 
Brenner combines seemingly unrelated styles into one large superfamily. Its 
unobtrusive Sans, confident Serif, expressive Display, utilitarian Mono, 
sharply chiselled Slab and extravagant Script, along with space-saving 
Condensed Sans styles, all share vertical metrics, and can be easily 
combined. The styles differ from each other because each is built around a 
different model, yet despite this distinction, they support each other 
surprisingly well in complex layouts, creating a remarkably harmonious 
family. 

Styles 
With its unobtrusive details Brenner Sans recalls the rationalised neo-
grotesques of the 20th century. It has horizontal terminals of round shapes, 
low contrast, plain and mechanical structure. Its double-storey ‘g’, and true 
italics sets it slightly apart and Brenner’s closed counters give it dense, 
compact appearance in text. Brenner Sans works well from smallest to 
largest text sizes. 

Numeral styles 
Each weight of Brenner includes nine different kinds of numerals. 
Proportional old-style figures come as default figures in Brenner. It also, 
however, includes lining figures, tabular numerals (both lining and old-style), 
small caps numerals, superior, inferior, circled and circled inverted numerals. 
For the running text, old-style figures work best; for use in capital setting, 
use lining figures, and for small caps, choose the specially designed Small 
Caps numerals applicable via OpenType layout features. When you take a 
licence for this font, you can choose the default numeral variants inside the 
fonts. 

Alternative diacritics 
Brenner Sans includes also simple, hairline diacritics for headline purposes. 
These unobtrusive accents simply differentiate the letters from the non-
accented letters, and work great in words and logos. These alternative 
accents can be activated by the Stylistic Set 1. 
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Amsterdam
Light | 44pt

Bengaluru
Light Italic | 44pt

Copenhagen
Regular | 44pt

Damascus
Regular Italic | 44pt

Edinburgh
Medium | 44pt

Fortaleza
Medium Italic | 44pt

Guangzhou
Bold | 44pt

Hong Kong
Bold Italic | 44pt
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Die Einschätzung, was zu diesem Begriff im Einzelnen genau gehört, ist abhängig von subjektiven und kulturellen Vorstellungen. Deshalb bestehen je nach individuellem Wissensumfang und besonders dem jeweiligen Kulturarealunterschiedliche Ansichten darüber, was unter Welt genau zu verstehen sei. Im Laufe der Zeit haben sich sehr viele verschiedene Verwendungen des Begriffs herausgebildet.
Light | 32pt

Die Einschätzung, was zu diesem Begriff im Einzelnen genau gehört, ist abhängig von subjektiven und kulturellen Vorstellungen. Deshalb bestehen je nach individuellem Wissensumfang und besonders dem jeweiligen Kulturarealunterschiedliche Ansichten darüber, was unter Welt genau zu verstehen sei. Im Laufe der Zeit haben sich sehr viele verschiedene Verwendungen des Begriffs herausgebildet.
Regular | 32pt

Die Einschätzung, was zu diesem Begriff im Einzelnen genau gehört, ist abhängig von subjektiven und kulturellen Vorstellungen. Deshalb bestehen je nach individuellem Wissensumfang und besonders dem jeweiligen Kulturarealunterschiedliche Ansichten darüber, was unter Welt genau zu verstehen sei. Im Laufe der Zeit haben sich sehr viele verschiedene Verwendungen des Begriffs herausgebildet.
Medium | 32pt

Die Einschätzung, was zu diesem Begriff im Einzelnen genau gehört, ist abhängig von subjektiven und kulturellen Vorstellungen. Deshalb bestehen je nach individuellem Wissensumfang und besonders dem jeweiligen Kulturarealunterschiedliche Ansichten darüber, was unter Welt genau zu verstehen sei. Im Laufe der Zeit haben sich sehr viele verschiedene Verwendungen des Begriffs herausgebildet.
Bold | 32pt

Le Monde est l’espace habité et connu par les différentes sociétés. Le mot renvoie à l’appropriation collective d’un espace dédié par une société, sa représentation renvoie à l’évolution des techniques de mesure. Le monde est le plus grand des espaces dans l’échelle des territoires connus. L’histoire du monde s’est construite progressivement et est le fait de découvertes.
Light Italic | 32pt

Le Monde est l’espace habité et connu par les différentes sociétés. Le mot renvoie à l’appropriation collective d’un espace dédié par une société, sa représentation renvoie à l’évolution des techniques de mesure. Le monde est le plus grand des espaces dans l’échelle des territoires connus. L’histoire du monde s’est construite progressivement et est le fait de découvertes.
Regular Italic | 32pt

Le Monde est l’espace habité et connu par les différentes sociétés. Le mot renvoie à l’appropriation collective d’un espace dédié par une société, sa représentation renvoie à l’évolution des techniques de mesure. Le monde est le plus grand des espaces dans l’échelle des territoires connus. L’histoire du monde s’est construite progressivement et est le fait de découvertes.
Medium Italic | 32pt

Le Monde est l’espace habité et connu par les différentes sociétés. Le mot renvoie à l’appropriation collective d’un espace dédié par une société, sa représentation renvoie à l’évolution des techniques de mesure. Le monde est le plus grand des espaces dans l’échelle des territoires connus. L’histoire du monde s’est construite progressivement et est le fait de découvertes.
Bold Italic | 32pt
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IN ITS MOST GENERAL SENSE, THE TERM ‘WORLD’ REFERS TO THE TOTALITY OF ENTITIES, TO THE WHOLE OF REALITY OR TO EVERYTHING THAT IS. THE NATURE OF THE WORLD HAS BEEN CONCEPTUALIZED DIFFERENTLY IN DIFFERENT FIELDS. SOME CONCEPTIONS SEE THE WORLD AS UNIQUE WHILE OTHERS TALK OF A ‘PLURALITY OF WORLDS’. SOME TREAT THE WORLD AS ONE SIMPLE OBJECT WHILE OTHERS ANALYZE THE WORLD AS A COMPLEX MADE UP OF MANY PARTS. IN SCIENTIFIC COSMOLOGY THE WORLD OR UNIVERSE IS COMMONLY DEFINED AS ’THE TOTALITY OF ALL SPACE AND TIME; ALL THAT IS, HAS BEEN, AND WILL BE’. THEORIES OF MODALITY, ON THE OTHER HAND, TALK OF POSSIBLE WORLDS AS COMPLETE AND CONSISTENT WAYS HOW THINGS COULD HAVE BEEN. PHENOMENOLOGY, STARTING FROM THE HORIZON OF CO-GIVEN OBJECTS PRESENT IN THE PERIPHERY OF EVERY EXPERIENCE, DEFINES THE WORLD AS THE BIGGEST HORIZON OR THE ‘HORIZON OF ALL HORIZONS’. IN PHILOSOPHY OF MIND, THE WORLD IS COMMONLY CONTRASTED WITH THE MIND AS THAT WHICH IS REPRESENTED BY THE MIND. THEOLOGY CONCEPTUALIZES THE WORLD IN RELATION TO GOD, FOR EXAMPLE, AS GOD’S CREATION, AS IDENTICAL TO GOD OR AS THE TWO BEING INTERDEPENDENT. IN RELIGIONS, THERE IS OFTEN A TENDENCY TO DOWNGRADE THE MATERIAL OR SENSORY WORLD IN FAVOR OF A SPIRITUAL WORLD TO BE SOUGHT THROUGH RELIGIOUS PRACTICE. A COMPREHENSIVE REPRESENTATION OF THE WORLD AND OUR PLACE IN IT, AS IS COMMONLY FOUND IN RELIGIONS, IS KNOWN AS A WORLDVIEW. COSMOGONY IS THE FIELD THAT STUDIES THE ORIGIN OR CREATION OF THE WORLD WHILE ESCHATOLOGY REFERS TO THE SCIENCE OR DOCTRINE OF THE LAST THINGS OR OF THE END OF THE WORLD.
the totality of entities, to the whole of reality or to everything that is. The nature of the world has been conceptualized differently in different fields. Some conceptions see the world as unique while others talk of a ‘plurality of worlds’. Some treat the world as one simple object while others analyze the world as a complex made up of many parts. In scientific cosmology the world or universe is commonly defined as ’the totality of all space and time; all that is, has been, and will be’. Theories of modality, on the other hand, talk of possible worlds as complete and consistent ways how things could have been. Phenomenology, starting from the horizon of co-given objects present in the periphery of every experience, defines the world as the biggest horizon or the ‘horizon of all horizons’. In philosophy of mind, the world is commonly contrasted with the mind as that which is represented by the mind. Theology conceptualizes the world in relation to God, for example, as God’s creation, as identical to God or as the two being interdependent. In religions, there is often a tendency to downgrade the material or sensory world in favor of a spiritual world to be sought through religious practice. A comprehensive representation of the world and our place in it, as is commonly found in religions, is known as a worldview. Cosmogony is the field that studies the origin or creation of the world while eschatology refers to the science or doctrine of the last things or of the end of the world.
everything that is. The nature of the world has been conceptualized differently in different fields. Some conceptions see the world as unique while others talk of a ‘plurality of worlds’. Some treat the world as one simple object while others analyze the world as a complex made up of many parts. In scientific cosmology the world or universe is commonly defined as ’the totality of all space and time; all that is, has been, and will be’. Theories of modality, on the other hand, talk of possible worlds as complete and consistent ways how things could have been. Phenomenology, starting from the horizon of co-given objects present in the periphery of every experience, defines the world as the biggest horizon or the ‘horizon of all horizons’. In philosophy of mind, the world is commonly contrasted with the mind as that which is represented by the mind. Theology conceptualizes the world in relation to God, for example, as God’s creation, as identical to God or as the two being interdependent. In religions, there is often a tendency to downgrade the material or sensory world in favor of a spiritual world to be sought through religious practice. A comprehensive representation of the world and our place in it, as is commonly found in religions, is known as a worldview. Cosmogony is the field that studies the origin or creation of the world while eschatology refers to the science or doctrine of the last things or of the end of the world.
conceptualized differently in different fields. Some conceptions see the world as unique while others talk of a ‘plurality of worlds’. Some treat the world as one simple object while others analyze the world as a complex made up of many parts. In scientific cosmology the world or universe is commonly defined as ’the totality of all space and time; all that is, has been, and will be’. Theories of modality, on the other hand, talk of possible worlds as complete and consistent ways how things could have been. Phenomenology, starting from the horizon of co-given objects present in the periphery of every experience, defines the world as the biggest horizon or the ‘horizon of all horizons’. In philosophy of mind, the world is commonly contrasted with the mind as that which is represented by the mind. Theology conceptualizes the world in relation to God, for example, as God’s creation, as identical to God or as the two being interdependent. In religions, there is often a tendency to downgrade the material or sensory world in favor of a spiritual world to be sought through religious practice. A comprehensive representation of the world and our place in it, as is commonly found in religions, is known as a worldview. Cosmogony is the field that studies the origin or creation of the world while eschatology refers to the science or doctrine of the last things or of the end of the world.
conceptions see the world as unique while others talk of a ‘plurality of worlds’. Some treat the world as one simple object while others analyze the world as a complex made up of many parts. In scientific cosmology the world or universe is commonly defined as ’the totality of all space and time; all that is, has been, and will be’. Theories of modality, on the other hand, talk of possible worlds as complete and consistent ways how things could have been. Phenomenology, starting from the horizon of co-given objects present in the periphery of every experience, defines the world as the biggest horizon or the ‘horizon of all horizons’. In philosophy of mind, the world is commonly contrasted with the mind as that which is represented by the mind. Theology conceptualizes the world in relation to God, for example, as God’s creation, as identical to God or as the two being interdependent. In religions, there is often a tendency to downgrade the material or sensory world in favor of a spiritual world to be sought through religious practice. A comprehensive representation of the world and our place in it, as is commonly found in religions, is known as a worldview. Cosmogony is the field that studies the origin or creation of the world while eschatology refers to the science or doctrine of the last things or of the end of the world.
Light | 18/23pt

IN ITS MOST GENERAL SENSE, THE TERM ‘WORLD’ REFERS TO THE TOTALITY OF ENTITIES, TO THE WHOLE OF REALITY OR TO EVERYTHING THAT IS. THE NATURE OF THE WORLD HAS BEEN CONCEPTUALIZED DIFFERENTLY IN DIFFERENT FIELDS. SOME CONCEPTIONS SEE THE WORLD AS UNIQUE WHILE OTHERS TALK OF A ‘PLURALITY OF WORLDS’. SOME TREAT THE WORLD AS ONE SIMPLE OBJECT WHILE OTHERS ANALYZE THE WORLD AS A COMPLEX MADE UP OF MANY PARTS. IN SCIENTIFIC COSMOLOGY THE WORLD OR UNIVERSE IS COMMONLY DEFINED AS ’THE TOTALITY OF ALL SPACE AND TIME; ALL THAT IS, HAS BEEN, AND WILL BE’. THEORIES OF MODALITY, ON THE OTHER HAND, TALK OF POSSIBLE WORLDS AS COMPLETE AND CONSISTENT WAYS HOW THINGS COULD HAVE BEEN. PHENOMENOLOGY, STARTING FROM THE HORIZON OF CO-GIVEN OBJECTS PRESENT IN THE PERIPHERY OF EVERY EXPERIENCE, DEFINES THE WORLD AS THE BIGGEST HORIZON OR THE ‘HORIZON OF ALL HORIZONS’. IN PHILOSOPHY OF MIND, THE WORLD IS COMMONLY CONTRASTED WITH THE MIND AS THAT WHICH IS REPRESENTED BY THE MIND. THEOLOGY CONCEPTUALIZES THE WORLD IN RELATION TO GOD, FOR EXAMPLE, AS GOD’S CREATION, AS IDENTICAL TO GOD OR AS THE TWO BEING INTERDEPENDENT. IN RELIGIONS, THERE IS OFTEN A TENDENCY TO DOWNGRADE THE MATERIAL OR SENSORY WORLD IN FAVOR OF A SPIRITUAL WORLD TO BE SOUGHT THROUGH RELIGIOUS PRACTICE. A COMPREHENSIVE REPRESENTATION OF THE WORLD AND OUR PLACE IN IT, AS IS COMMONLY FOUND IN RELIGIONS, IS KNOWN AS A WORLDVIEW. COSMOGONY IS THE FIELD THAT STUDIES THE ORIGIN OR CREATION OF THE WORLD WHILE ESCHATOLOGY REFERS TO THE SCIENCE OR DOCTRINE OF THE LAST THINGS OR OF THE END OF THE WORLD.
the totality of entities, to the whole of reality or to everything that is. The nature of the world has been conceptualized differently in different fields. Some conceptions see the world as unique while others talk of a ‘plurality of worlds’. Some treat the world as one simple object while others analyze the world as a complex made up of many parts. In scientific cosmology the world or universe is commonly defined as ’the totality of all space and time; all that is, has been, and will be’. Theories of modality, on the other hand, talk of possible worlds as complete and consistent ways how things could have been. Phenomenology, starting from the horizon of co-given objects present in the periphery of every experience, defines the world as the biggest horizon or the ‘horizon of all horizons’. In philosophy of mind, the world is commonly contrasted with the mind as that which is represented by the mind. Theology conceptualizes the world in relation to God, for example, as God’s creation, as identical to God or as the two being interdependent. In religions, there is often a tendency to downgrade the material or sensory world in favor of a spiritual world to be sought through religious practice. A comprehensive representation of the world and our place in it, as is commonly found in religions, is known as a worldview. Cosmogony is the field that studies the origin or creation of the world while eschatology refers to the science or doctrine of the last things or of the end of the world.
everything that is. The nature of the world has been conceptualized differently in different fields. Some conceptions see the world as unique while others talk of a ‘plurality of worlds’. Some treat the world as one simple object while others analyze the world as a complex made up of many parts. In scientific cosmology the world or universe is commonly defined as ’the totality of all space and time; all that is, has been, and will be’. Theories of modality, on the other hand, talk of possible worlds as complete and consistent ways how things could have been. Phenomenology, starting from the horizon of co-given objects present in the periphery of every experience, defines the world as the biggest horizon or the ‘horizon of all horizons’. In philosophy of mind, the world is commonly contrasted with the mind as that which is represented by the mind. Theology conceptualizes the world in relation to God, for example, as God’s creation, as identical to God or as the two being interdependent. In religions, there is often a tendency to downgrade the material or sensory world in favor of a spiritual world to be sought through religious practice. A comprehensive representation of the world and our place in it, as is commonly found in religions, is known as a worldview. Cosmogony is the field that studies the origin or creation of the world while eschatology refers to the science or doctrine of the last things or of the end of the world.
been conceptualized differently in different fields. Some conceptions see the world as unique while others talk of a ‘plurality of worlds’. Some treat the world as one simple object while others analyze the world as a complex made up of many parts. In scientific cosmology the world or universe is commonly defined as ’the totality of all space and time; all that is, has been, and will be’. Theories of modality, on the other hand, talk of possible worlds as complete and consistent ways how things could have been. Phenomenology, starting from the horizon of co-given objects present in the periphery of every experience, defines the world as the biggest horizon or the ‘horizon of all horizons’. In philosophy of mind, the world is commonly contrasted with the mind as that which is represented by the mind. Theology conceptualizes the world in relation to God, for example, as God’s creation, as identical to God or as the two being interdependent. In religions, there is often a tendency to downgrade the material or sensory world in favor of a spiritual world to be sought through religious practice. A comprehensive representation of the world and our place in it, as is commonly found in religions, is known as a worldview. Cosmogony is the field that studies the origin or creation of the world while eschatology refers to the science or doctrine of the last things or of the end of the world.
Some conceptions see the world as unique while others talk of a ‘plurality of worlds’. Some treat the world as one simple object while others analyze the world as a complex made up of many parts. In scientific cosmology the world or universe is commonly defined as ’the totality of all space and time; all that is, has been, and will be’. Theories of modality, on the other hand, talk of possible worlds as complete and consistent ways how things could have been. Phenomenology, starting from the horizon of co-given objects present in the periphery of every experience, defines the world as the biggest horizon or the ‘horizon of all horizons’. In philosophy of mind, the world is commonly contrasted with the mind as that which is represented by the mind. Theology conceptualizes the world in relation to God, for example, as God’s creation, as identical to God or as the two being interdependent. In religions, there is often a tendency to downgrade the material or sensory world in favor of a spiritual world to be sought through religious practice. A comprehensive representation of the world and our place in it, as is commonly found in religions, is known as a worldview. Cosmogony is the field that studies the origin or creation of the world while eschatology refers to the science or doctrine of the last things or of the end of the world.
Regular | 18/23pt

IN ITS MOST GENERAL SENSE, THE TERM ‘WORLD’ REFERS TO THE TOTALITY OF ENTITIES, TO THE WHOLE OF REALITY OR TO EVERYTHING THAT IS. THE NATURE OF THE WORLD HAS BEEN CONCEPTUALIZED DIFFERENTLY IN DIFFERENT FIELDS. SOME CONCEPTIONS SEE THE WORLD AS UNIQUE WHILE OTHERS TALK OF A ‘PLURALITY OF WORLDS’. SOME TREAT THE WORLD AS ONE SIMPLE OBJECT WHILE OTHERS ANALYZE THE WORLD AS A COMPLEX MADE UP OF MANY PARTS. IN SCIENTIFIC COSMOLOGY THE WORLD OR UNIVERSE IS COMMONLY DEFINED AS ’THE TOTALITY OF ALL SPACE AND TIME; ALL THAT IS, HAS BEEN, AND WILL BE’. THEORIES OF MODALITY, ON THE OTHER HAND, TALK OF POSSIBLE WORLDS AS COMPLETE AND CONSISTENT WAYS HOW THINGS COULD HAVE BEEN. PHENOMENOLOGY, STARTING FROM THE HORIZON OF CO-GIVEN OBJECTS PRESENT IN THE PERIPHERY OF EVERY EXPERIENCE, DEFINES THE WORLD AS THE BIGGEST HORIZON OR THE ‘HORIZON OF ALL HORIZONS’. IN PHILOSOPHY OF MIND, THE WORLD IS COMMONLY CONTRASTED WITH THE MIND AS THAT WHICH IS REPRESENTED BY THE MIND. THEOLOGY CONCEPTUALIZES THE WORLD IN RELATION TO GOD, FOR EXAMPLE, AS GOD’S CREATION, AS IDENTICAL TO GOD OR AS THE TWO BEING INTERDEPENDENT. IN RELIGIONS, THERE IS OFTEN A TENDENCY TO DOWNGRADE THE MATERIAL OR SENSORY WORLD IN FAVOR OF A SPIRITUAL WORLD TO BE SOUGHT THROUGH RELIGIOUS PRACTICE. A COMPREHENSIVE REPRESENTATION OF THE WORLD AND OUR PLACE IN IT, AS IS COMMONLY FOUND IN RELIGIONS, IS KNOWN AS A WORLDVIEW. COSMOGONY IS THE FIELD THAT STUDIES THE ORIGIN OR CREATION OF THE WORLD WHILE ESCHATOLOGY REFERS TO THE SCIENCE OR DOCTRINE OF THE LAST THINGS OR OF THE END OF THE WORLD.
to the totality of entities, to the whole of reality or to everything that is. The nature of the world has been conceptualized differently in different fields. Some conceptions see the world as unique while others talk of a ‘plurality of worlds’. Some treat the world as one simple object while others analyze the world as a complex made up of many parts. In scientific cosmology the world or universe is commonly defined as ’the totality of all space and time; all that is, has been, and will be’. Theories of modality, on the other hand, talk of possible worlds as complete and consistent ways how things could have been. Phenomenology, starting from the horizon of co-given objects present in the periphery of every experience, defines the world as the biggest horizon or the ‘horizon of all horizons’. In philosophy of mind, the world is commonly contrasted with the mind as that which is represented by the mind. Theology conceptualizes the world in relation to God, for example, as God’s creation, as identical to God or as the two being interdependent. In religions, there is often a tendency to downgrade the material or sensory world in favor of a spiritual world to be sought through religious practice. A comprehensive representation of the world and our place in it, as is commonly found in religions, is known as a worldview. Cosmogony is the field that studies the origin or creation of the world while eschatology refers to the science or doctrine of the last things or of the end of the world.
or to everything that is. The nature of the world has been conceptualized differently in different fields. Some conceptions see the world as unique while others talk of a ‘plurality of worlds’. Some treat the world as one simple object while others analyze the world as a complex made up of many parts. In scientific cosmology the world or universe is commonly defined as ’the totality of all space and time; all that is, has been, and will be’. Theories of modality, on the other hand, talk of possible worlds as complete and consistent ways how things could have been. Phenomenology, starting from the horizon of co-given objects present in the periphery of every experience, defines the world as the biggest horizon or the ‘horizon of all horizons’. In philosophy of mind, the world is commonly contrasted with the mind as that which is represented by the mind. Theology conceptualizes the world in relation to God, for example, as God’s creation, as identical to God or as the two being interdependent. In religions, there is often a tendency to downgrade the material or sensory world in favor of a spiritual world to be sought through religious practice. A comprehensive representation of the world and our place in it, as is commonly found in religions, is known as a worldview. Cosmogony is the field that studies the origin or creation of the world while eschatology refers to the science or doctrine of the last things or of the end of the world.
has been conceptualized differently in different fields. Some conceptions see the world as unique while others talk of a ‘plurality of worlds’. Some treat the world as one simple object while others analyze the world as a complex made up of many parts. In scientific cosmology the world or universe is commonly defined as ’the totality of all space and time; all that is, has been, and will be’. Theories of modality, on the other hand, talk of possible worlds as complete and consistent ways how things could have been. Phenomenology, starting from the horizon of co-given objects present in the periphery of every experience, defines the world as the biggest horizon or the ‘horizon of all horizons’. In philosophy of mind, the world is commonly contrasted with the mind as that which is represented by the mind. Theology conceptualizes the world in relation to God, for example, as God’s creation, as identical to God or as the two being interdependent. In religions, there is often a tendency to downgrade the material or sensory world in favor of a spiritual world to be sought through religious practice. A comprehensive representation of the world and our place in it, as is commonly found in religions, is known as a worldview. Cosmogony is the field that studies the origin or creation of the world while eschatology refers to the science or doctrine of the last things or of the end of the world.
fields. Some conceptions see the world as unique while others talk of a ‘plurality of worlds’. Some treat the world as one simple object while others analyze the world as a complex made up of many parts. In scientific cosmology the world or universe is commonly defined as ’the totality of all space and time; all that is, has been, and will be’. Theories of modality, on the other hand, talk of possible worlds as complete and consistent ways how things could have been. Phenomenology, starting from the horizon of co-given objects present in the periphery of every experience, defines the world as the biggest horizon or the ‘horizon of all horizons’. In philosophy of mind, the world is commonly contrasted with the mind as that which is represented by the mind. Theology conceptualizes the world in relation to God, for example, as God’s creation, as identical to God or as the two being interdependent. In religions, there is often a tendency to downgrade the material or sensory world in favor of a spiritual world to be sought through religious practice. A comprehensive representation of the world and our place in it, as is commonly found in religions, is known as a worldview. Cosmogony is the field that studies the origin or creation of the world while eschatology refers to the science or doctrine of the last things or of the end of the world.
Medium | 18/23pt

IN ITS MOST GENERAL SENSE, THE TERM ‘WORLD’ REFERS TO THE TOTALITY OF ENTITIES, TO THE WHOLE OF REALITY OR TO EVERYTHING THAT IS. THE NATURE OF THE WORLD HAS BEEN CONCEPTUALIZED DIFFERENTLY IN DIFFERENT FIELDS. SOME CONCEPTIONS SEE THE WORLD AS UNIQUE WHILE OTHERS TALK OF A ‘PLURALITY OF WORLDS’. SOME TREAT THE WORLD AS ONE SIMPLE OBJECT WHILE OTHERS ANALYZE THE WORLD AS A COMPLEX MADE UP OF MANY PARTS. IN SCIENTIFIC COSMOLOGY THE WORLD OR UNIVERSE IS COMMONLY DEFINED AS ’THE TOTALITY OF ALL SPACE AND TIME; ALL THAT IS, HAS BEEN, AND WILL BE’. THEORIES OF MODALITY, ON THE OTHER HAND, TALK OF POSSIBLE WORLDS AS COMPLETE AND CONSISTENT WAYS HOW THINGS COULD HAVE BEEN. PHENOMENOLOGY, STARTING FROM THE HORIZON OF CO-GIVEN OBJECTS PRESENT IN THE PERIPHERY OF EVERY EXPERIENCE, DEFINES THE WORLD AS THE BIGGEST HORIZON OR THE ‘HORIZON OF ALL HORIZONS’. IN PHILOSOPHY OF MIND, THE WORLD IS COMMONLY CONTRASTED WITH THE MIND AS THAT WHICH IS REPRESENTED BY THE MIND. THEOLOGY CONCEPTUALIZES THE WORLD IN RELATION TO GOD, FOR EXAMPLE, AS GOD’S CREATION, AS IDENTICAL TO GOD OR AS THE TWO BEING INTERDEPENDENT. IN RELIGIONS, THERE IS OFTEN A TENDENCY TO DOWNGRADE THE MATERIAL OR SENSORY WORLD IN FAVOR OF A SPIRITUAL WORLD TO BE SOUGHT THROUGH RELIGIOUS PRACTICE. A COMPREHENSIVE REPRESENTATION OF THE WORLD AND OUR PLACE IN IT, AS IS COMMONLY FOUND IN RELIGIONS, IS KNOWN AS A WORLDVIEW. COSMOGONY IS THE FIELD THAT STUDIES THE ORIGIN OR CREATION OF THE WORLD WHILE ESCHATOLOGY REFERS TO THE SCIENCE OR DOCTRINE OF THE LAST THINGS OR OF THE END OF THE WORLD.
refers to the totality of entities, to the whole of reality or to everything that is. The nature of the world has been conceptualized differently in different fields. Some conceptions see the world as unique while others talk of a ‘plurality of worlds’. Some treat the world as one simple object while others analyze the world as a complex made up of many parts. In scientific cosmology the world or universe is commonly defined as ’the totality of all space and time; all that is, has been, and will be’. Theories of modality, on the other hand, talk of possible worlds as complete and consistent ways how things could have been. Phenomenology, starting from the horizon of co-given objects present in the periphery of every experience, defines the world as the biggest horizon or the ‘horizon of all horizons’. In philosophy of mind, the world is commonly contrasted with the mind as that which is represented by the mind. Theology conceptualizes the world in relation to God, for example, as God’s creation, as identical to God or as the two being interdependent. In religions, there is often a tendency to downgrade the material or sensory world in favor of a spiritual world to be sought through religious practice. A comprehensive representation of the world and our place in it, as is commonly found in religions, is known as a worldview. Cosmogony is the field that studies the origin or creation of the world while eschatology refers to the science or doctrine of the last things or of the end of the world.
reality or to everything that is. The nature of the world has been conceptualized differently in different fields. Some conceptions see the world as unique while others talk of a ‘plurality of worlds’. Some treat the world as one simple object while others analyze the world as a complex made up of many parts. In scientific cosmology the world or universe is commonly defined as ’the totality of all space and time; all that is, has been, and will be’. Theories of modality, on the other hand, talk of possible worlds as complete and consistent ways how things could have been. Phenomenology, starting from the horizon of co-given objects present in the periphery of every experience, defines the world as the biggest horizon or the ‘horizon of all horizons’. In philosophy of mind, the world is commonly contrasted with the mind as that which is represented by the mind. Theology conceptualizes the world in relation to God, for example, as God’s creation, as identical to God or as the two being interdependent. In religions, there is often a tendency to downgrade the material or sensory world in favor of a spiritual world to be sought through religious practice. A comprehensive representation of the world and our place in it, as is commonly found in religions, is known as a worldview. Cosmogony is the field that studies the origin or creation of the world while eschatology refers to the science or doctrine of the last things or of the end of the world.
world has been conceptualized differently in different fields. Some conceptions see the world as unique while others talk of a ‘plurality of worlds’. Some treat the world as one simple object while others analyze the world as a complex made up of many parts. In scientific cosmology the world or universe is commonly defined as ’the totality of all space and time; all that is, has been, and will be’. Theories of modality, on the other hand, talk of possible worlds as complete and consistent ways how things could have been. Phenomenology, starting from the horizon of co-given objects present in the periphery of every experience, defines the world as the biggest horizon or the ‘horizon of all horizons’. In philosophy of mind, the world is commonly contrasted with the mind as that which is represented by the mind. Theology conceptualizes the world in relation to God, for example, as God’s creation, as identical to God or as the two being interdependent. In religions, there is often a tendency to downgrade the material or sensory world in favor of a spiritual world to be sought through religious practice. A comprehensive representation of the world and our place in it, as is commonly found in religions, is known as a worldview. Cosmogony is the field that studies the origin or creation of the world while eschatology refers to the science or doctrine of the last things or of the end of the world.
different fields. Some conceptions see the world as unique while others talk of a ‘plurality of worlds’. Some treat the world as one simple object while others analyze the world as a complex made up of many parts. In scientific cosmology the world or universe is commonly defined as ’the totality of all space and time; all that is, has been, and will be’. Theories of modality, on the other hand, talk of possible worlds as complete and consistent ways how things could have been. Phenomenology, starting from the horizon of co-given objects present in the periphery of every experience, defines the world as the biggest horizon or the ‘horizon of all horizons’. In philosophy of mind, the world is commonly contrasted with the mind as that which is represented by the mind. Theology conceptualizes the world in relation to God, for example, as God’s creation, as identical to God or as the two being interdependent. In religions, there is often a tendency to downgrade the material or sensory world in favor of a spiritual world to be sought through religious practice. A comprehensive representation of the world and our place in it, as is commonly found in religions, is known as a worldview. Cosmogony is the field that studies the origin or creation of the world while eschatology refers to the science or doctrine of the last things or of the end of the world.
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IN ITS MOST GENERAL SENSE, THE TERM ‘WORLD’ REFERS TO THE TOTALITY OF ENTITIES, TO THE WHOLE OF REALITY OR TO EVERYTHING THAT IS. THE NATURE OF THE WORLD HAS BEEN CONCEPTUALIZED DIFFERENTLY IN DIFFERENT FIELDS. SOME CONCEPTIONS SEE THE WORLD AS UNIQUE WHILE OTHERS TALK OF A ‘PLURALITY OF WORLDS’. SOME TREAT THE WORLD AS ONE SIMPLE OBJECT WHILE OTHERS ANALYZE THE WORLD AS A COMPLEX MADE UP OF MANY PARTS. IN SCIENTIFIC COSMOLOGY THE WORLD OR UNIVERSE IS COMMONLY DEFINED AS ’THE TOTALITY OF ALL SPACE AND TIME; ALL THAT IS, HAS BEEN, AND WILL BE’. THEORIES OF MODALITY, ON THE OTHER HAND, TALK OF POSSIBLE WORLDS AS COMPLETE AND CONSISTENT WAYS HOW THINGS COULD HAVE BEEN. PHENOMENOLOGY, STARTING FROM THE HORIZON OF CO-GIVEN OBJECTS PRESENT IN THE PERIPHERY OF EVERY EXPERIENCE, DEFINES THE WORLD AS THE BIGGEST HORIZON OR THE ‘HORIZON OF ALL HORIZONS’. IN PHILOSOPHY OF MIND, THE WORLD IS COMMONLY CONTRASTED WITH THE MIND AS THAT WHICH IS REPRESENTED BY THE MIND. THEOLOGY CONCEPTUALIZES THE WORLD IN RELATION TO GOD, FOR EXAMPLE, AS GOD’S CREATION, AS IDENTICAL TO GOD OR AS THE TWO BEING INTERDEPENDENT. IN RELIGIONS, THERE IS OFTEN A TENDENCY TO DOWNGRADE THE MATERIAL OR SENSORY WORLD IN FAVOR OF A SPIRITUAL WORLD TO BE SOUGHT THROUGH RELIGIOUS PRACTICE. A COMPREHENSIVE REPRESENTATION OF THE WORLD AND OUR PLACE IN IT, AS IS COMMONLY FOUND IN RELIGIONS, IS KNOWN AS A WORLDVIEW. COSMOGONY IS THE FIELD THAT STUDIES THE ORIGIN OR CREATION OF THE WORLD WHILE ESCHATOLOGY REFERS TO THE SCIENCE OR DOCTRINE OF THE LAST THINGS OR OF THE END OF THE WORLD.
the totality of entities, to the whole of reality or to everything that is. The nature of the world has been conceptualized differently in different fields. Some conceptions see the world as unique while others talk of a ‘plurality of worlds’. Some treat the world as one simple object while others analyze the world as a complex made up of many parts. In scientific cosmology the world or universe is commonly defined as ’the totality of all space and time; all that is, has been, and will be’. Theories of modality, on the other hand, talk of possible worlds as complete and consistent ways how things could have been. Phenomenology, starting from the horizon of co-given objects present in the periphery of every experience, defines the world as the biggest horizon or the ‘horizon of all horizons’. In philosophy of mind, the world is commonly contrasted with the mind as that which is represented by the mind. Theology conceptualizes the world in relation to God, for example, as God’s creation, as identical to God or as the two being interdependent. In religions, there is often a tendency to downgrade the material or sensory world in favor of a spiritual world to be sought through religious practice. A comprehensive representation of the world and our place in it, as is commonly found in religions, is known as a worldview. Cosmogony is the field that studies the origin or creation of the world while eschatology refers to the science or doctrine of the last things or of the end of the world.
everything that is. The nature of the world has been conceptualized differently in different fields. Some conceptions see the world as unique while others talk of a ‘plurality of worlds’. Some treat the world as one simple object while others analyze the world as a complex made up of many parts. In scientific cosmology the world or universe is commonly defined as ’the totality of all space and time; all that is, has been, and will be’. Theories of modality, on the other hand, talk of possible worlds as complete and consistent ways how things could have been. Phenomenology, starting from the horizon of co-given objects present in the periphery of every experience, defines the world as the biggest horizon or the ‘horizon of all horizons’. In philosophy of mind, the world is commonly contrasted with the mind as that which is represented by the mind. Theology conceptualizes the world in relation to God, for example, as God’s creation, as identical to God or as the two being interdependent. In religions, there is often a tendency to downgrade the material or sensory world in favor of a spiritual world to be sought through religious practice. A comprehensive representation of the world and our place in it, as is commonly found in religions, is known as a worldview. Cosmogony is the field that studies the origin or creation of the world while eschatology refers to the science or doctrine of the last things or of the end of the world.
conceptualized differently in different fields. Some conceptions see the world as unique while others talk of a ‘plurality of worlds’. Some treat the world as one simple object while others analyze the world as a complex made up of many parts. In scientific cosmology the world or universe is commonly defined as ’the totality of all space and time; all that is, has been, and will be’. Theories of modality, on the other hand, talk of possible worlds as complete and consistent ways how things could have been. Phenomenology, starting from the horizon of co-given objects present in the periphery of every experience, defines the world as the biggest horizon or the ‘horizon of all horizons’. In philosophy of mind, the world is commonly contrasted with the mind as that which is represented by the mind. Theology conceptualizes the world in relation to God, for example, as God’s creation, as identical to God or as the two being interdependent. In religions, there is often a tendency to downgrade the material or sensory world in favor of a spiritual world to be sought through religious practice. A comprehensive representation of the world and our place in it, as is commonly found in religions, is known as a worldview. Cosmogony is the field that studies the origin or creation of the world while eschatology refers to the science or doctrine of the last things or of the end of the world.
conceptions see the world as unique while others talk of a ‘plurality of worlds’. Some treat the world as one simple object while others analyze the world as a complex made up of many parts. In scientific cosmology the world or universe is commonly defined as ’the totality of all space and time; all that is, has been, and will be’. Theories of modality, on the other hand, talk of possible worlds as complete and consistent ways how things could have been. Phenomenology, starting from the horizon of co-given objects present in the periphery of every experience, defines the world as the biggest horizon or the ‘horizon of all horizons’. In philosophy of mind, the world is commonly contrasted with the mind as that which is represented by the mind. Theology conceptualizes the world in relation to God, for example, as God’s creation, as identical to God or as the two being interdependent. In religions, there is often a tendency to downgrade the material or sensory world in favor of a spiritual world to be sought through religious practice. A comprehensive representation of the world and our place in it, as is commonly found in religions, is known as a worldview. Cosmogony is the field that studies the origin or creation of the world while eschatology refers to the science or doctrine of the last things or of the end of the world.
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IN ITS MOST GENERAL SENSE, THE TERM ‘WORLD’ REFERS TO THE TOTALITY OF ENTITIES, TO THE WHOLE OF REALITY OR TO EVERYTHING THAT IS. THE NATURE OF THE WORLD HAS BEEN CONCEPTUALIZED DIFFERENTLY IN DIFFERENT FIELDS. SOME CONCEPTIONS SEE THE WORLD AS UNIQUE WHILE OTHERS TALK OF A ‘PLURALITY OF WORLDS’. SOME TREAT THE WORLD AS ONE SIMPLE OBJECT WHILE OTHERS ANALYZE THE WORLD AS A COMPLEX MADE UP OF MANY PARTS. IN SCIENTIFIC COSMOLOGY THE WORLD OR UNIVERSE IS COMMONLY DEFINED AS ’THE TOTALITY OF ALL SPACE AND TIME; ALL THAT IS, HAS BEEN, AND WILL BE’. THEORIES OF MODALITY, ON THE OTHER HAND, TALK OF POSSIBLE WORLDS AS COMPLETE AND CONSISTENT WAYS HOW THINGS COULD HAVE BEEN. PHENOMENOLOGY, STARTING FROM THE HORIZON OF CO-GIVEN OBJECTS PRESENT IN THE PERIPHERY OF EVERY EXPERIENCE, DEFINES THE WORLD AS THE BIGGEST HORIZON OR THE ‘HORIZON OF ALL HORIZONS’. IN PHILOSOPHY OF MIND, THE WORLD IS COMMONLY CONTRASTED WITH THE MIND AS THAT WHICH IS REPRESENTED BY THE MIND. THEOLOGY CONCEPTUALIZES THE WORLD IN RELATION TO GOD, FOR EXAMPLE, AS GOD’S CREATION, AS IDENTICAL TO GOD OR AS THE TWO BEING INTERDEPENDENT. IN RELIGIONS, THERE IS OFTEN A TENDENCY TO DOWNGRADE THE MATERIAL OR SENSORY WORLD IN FAVOR OF A SPIRITUAL WORLD TO BE SOUGHT THROUGH RELIGIOUS PRACTICE. A COMPREHENSIVE REPRESENTATION OF THE WORLD AND OUR PLACE IN IT, AS IS COMMONLY FOUND IN RELIGIONS, IS KNOWN AS A WORLDVIEW. COSMOGONY IS THE FIELD THAT STUDIES THE ORIGIN OR CREATION OF THE WORLD WHILE ESCHATOLOGY REFERS TO THE SCIENCE OR DOCTRINE OF THE LAST THINGS OR OF THE END OF THE WORLD.
the totality of entities, to the whole of reality or to everything that is. The nature of the world has been conceptualized differently in different fields. Some conceptions see the world as unique while others talk of a ‘plurality of worlds’. Some treat the world as one simple object while others analyze the world as a complex made up of many parts. In scientific cosmology the world or universe is commonly defined as ’the totality of all space and time; all that is, has been, and will be’. Theories of modality, on the other hand, talk of possible worlds as complete and consistent ways how things could have been. Phenomenology, starting from the horizon of co-given objects present in the periphery of every experience, defines the world as the biggest horizon or the ‘horizon of all horizons’. In philosophy of mind, the world is commonly contrasted with the mind as that which is represented by the mind. Theology conceptualizes the world in relation to God, for example, as God’s creation, as identical to God or as the two being interdependent. In religions, there is often a tendency to downgrade the material or sensory world in favor of a spiritual world to be sought through religious practice. A comprehensive representation of the world and our place in it, as is commonly found in religions, is known as a worldview. Cosmogony is the field that studies the origin or creation of the world while eschatology refers to the science or doctrine of the last things or of the end of the world.
everything that is. The nature of the world has been conceptualized differently in different fields. Some conceptions see the world as unique while others talk of a ‘plurality of worlds’. Some treat the world as one simple object while others analyze the world as a complex made up of many parts. In scientific cosmology the world or universe is commonly defined as ’the totality of all space and time; all that is, has been, and will be’. Theories of modality, on the other hand, talk of possible worlds as complete and consistent ways how things could have been. Phenomenology, starting from the horizon of co-given objects present in the periphery of every experience, defines the world as the biggest horizon or the ‘horizon of all horizons’. In philosophy of mind, the world is commonly contrasted with the mind as that which is represented by the mind. Theology conceptualizes the world in relation to God, for example, as God’s creation, as identical to God or as the two being interdependent. In religions, there is often a tendency to downgrade the material or sensory world in favor of a spiritual world to be sought through religious practice. A comprehensive representation of the world and our place in it, as is commonly found in religions, is known as a worldview. Cosmogony is the field that studies the origin or creation of the world while eschatology refers to the science or doctrine of the last things or of the end of the world.
been conceptualized differently in different fields. Some conceptions see the world as unique while others talk of a ‘plurality of worlds’. Some treat the world as one simple object while others analyze the world as a complex made up of many parts. In scientific cosmology the world or universe is commonly defined as ’the totality of all space and time; all that is, has been, and will be’. Theories of modality, on the other hand, talk of possible worlds as complete and consistent ways how things could have been. Phenomenology, starting from the horizon of co-given objects present in the periphery of every experience, defines the world as the biggest horizon or the ‘horizon of all horizons’. In philosophy of mind, the world is commonly contrasted with the mind as that which is represented by the mind. Theology conceptualizes the world in relation to God, for example, as God’s creation, as identical to God or as the two being interdependent. In religions, there is often a tendency to downgrade the material or sensory world in favor of a spiritual world to be sought through religious practice. A comprehensive representation of the world and our place in it, as is commonly found in religions, is known as a worldview. Cosmogony is the field that studies the origin or creation of the world while eschatology refers to the science or doctrine of the last things or of the end of the world.
Some conceptions see the world as unique while others talk of a ‘plurality of worlds’. Some treat the world as one simple object while others analyze the world as a complex made up of many parts. In scientific cosmology the world or universe is commonly defined as ’the totality of all space and time; all that is, has been, and will be’. Theories of modality, on the other hand, talk of possible worlds as complete and consistent ways how things could have been. Phenomenology, starting from the horizon of co-given objects present in the periphery of every experience, defines the world as the biggest horizon or the ‘horizon of all horizons’. In philosophy of mind, the world is commonly contrasted with the mind as that which is represented by the mind. Theology conceptualizes the world in relation to God, for example, as God’s creation, as identical to God or as the two being interdependent. In religions, there is often a tendency to downgrade the material or sensory world in favor of a spiritual world to be sought through religious practice. A comprehensive representation of the world and our place in it, as is commonly found in religions, is known as a worldview. Cosmogony is the field that studies the origin or creation of the world while eschatology refers to the science or doctrine of the last things or of the end of the world.
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IN ITS MOST GENERAL SENSE, THE TERM ‘WORLD’ REFERS TO THE TOTALITY OF ENTITIES, TO THE WHOLE OF REALITY OR TO EVERYTHING THAT IS. THE NATURE OF THE WORLD HAS BEEN CONCEPTUALIZED DIFFERENTLY IN DIFFERENT FIELDS. SOME CONCEPTIONS SEE THE WORLD AS UNIQUE WHILE OTHERS TALK OF A ‘PLURALITY OF WORLDS’. SOME TREAT THE WORLD AS ONE SIMPLE OBJECT WHILE OTHERS ANALYZE THE WORLD AS A COMPLEX MADE UP OF MANY PARTS. IN SCIENTIFIC COSMOLOGY THE WORLD OR UNIVERSE IS COMMONLY DEFINED AS ’THE TOTALITY OF ALL SPACE AND TIME; ALL THAT IS, HAS BEEN, AND WILL BE’. THEORIES OF MODALITY, ON THE OTHER HAND, TALK OF POSSIBLE WORLDS AS COMPLETE AND CONSISTENT WAYS HOW THINGS COULD HAVE BEEN. PHENOMENOLOGY, STARTING FROM THE HORIZON OF CO-GIVEN OBJECTS PRESENT IN THE PERIPHERY OF EVERY EXPERIENCE, DEFINES THE WORLD AS THE BIGGEST HORIZON OR THE ‘HORIZON OF ALL HORIZONS’. IN PHILOSOPHY OF MIND, THE WORLD IS COMMONLY CONTRASTED WITH THE MIND AS THAT WHICH IS REPRESENTED BY THE MIND. THEOLOGY CONCEPTUALIZES THE WORLD IN RELATION TO GOD, FOR EXAMPLE, AS GOD’S CREATION, AS IDENTICAL TO GOD OR AS THE TWO BEING INTERDEPENDENT. IN RELIGIONS, THERE IS OFTEN A TENDENCY TO DOWNGRADE THE MATERIAL OR SENSORY WORLD IN FAVOR OF A SPIRITUAL WORLD TO BE SOUGHT THROUGH RELIGIOUS PRACTICE. A COMPREHENSIVE REPRESENTATION OF THE WORLD AND OUR PLACE IN IT, AS IS COMMONLY FOUND IN RELIGIONS, IS KNOWN AS A WORLDVIEW. COSMOGONY IS THE FIELD THAT STUDIES THE ORIGIN OR CREATION OF THE WORLD WHILE ESCHATOLOGY REFERS TO THE SCIENCE OR DOCTRINE OF THE LAST THINGS OR OF THE END OF THE WORLD.
to the totality of entities, to the whole of reality or to everything that is. The nature of the world has been conceptualized differently in different fields. Some conceptions see the world as unique while others talk of a ‘plurality of worlds’. Some treat the world as one simple object while others analyze the world as a complex made up of many parts. In scientific cosmology the world or universe is commonly defined as ’the totality of all space and time; all that is, has been, and will be’. Theories of modality, on the other hand, talk of possible worlds as complete and consistent ways how things could have been. Phenomenology, starting from the horizon of co-given objects present in the periphery of every experience, defines the world as the biggest horizon or the ‘horizon of all horizons’. In philosophy of mind, the world is commonly contrasted with the mind as that which is represented by the mind. Theology conceptualizes the world in relation to God, for example, as God’s creation, as identical to God or as the two being interdependent. In religions, there is often a tendency to downgrade the material or sensory world in favor of a spiritual world to be sought through religious practice. A comprehensive representation of the world and our place in it, as is commonly found in religions, is known as a worldview. Cosmogony is the field that studies the origin or creation of the world while eschatology refers to the science or doctrine of the last things or of the end of the world.
to everything that is. The nature of the world has been conceptualized differently in different fields. Some conceptions see the world as unique while others talk of a ‘plurality of worlds’. Some treat the world as one simple object while others analyze the world as a complex made up of many parts. In scientific cosmology the world or universe is commonly defined as ’the totality of all space and time; all that is, has been, and will be’. Theories of modality, on the other hand, talk of possible worlds as complete and consistent ways how things could have been. Phenomenology, starting from the horizon of co-given objects present in the periphery of every experience, defines the world as the biggest horizon or the ‘horizon of all horizons’. In philosophy of mind, the world is commonly contrasted with the mind as that which is represented by the mind. Theology conceptualizes the world in relation to God, for example, as God’s creation, as identical to God or as the two being interdependent. In religions, there is often a tendency to downgrade the material or sensory world in favor of a spiritual world to be sought through religious practice. A comprehensive representation of the world and our place in it, as is commonly found in religions, is known as a worldview. Cosmogony is the field that studies the origin or creation of the world while eschatology refers to the science or doctrine of the last things or of the end of the world.
been conceptualized differently in different fields. Some conceptions see the world as unique while others talk of a ‘plurality of worlds’. Some treat the world as one simple object while others analyze the world as a complex made up of many parts. In scientific cosmology the world or universe is commonly defined as ’the totality of all space and time; all that is, has been, and will be’. Theories of modality, on the other hand, talk of possible worlds as complete and consistent ways how things could have been. Phenomenology, starting from the horizon of co-given objects present in the periphery of every experience, defines the world as the biggest horizon or the ‘horizon of all horizons’. In philosophy of mind, the world is commonly contrasted with the mind as that which is represented by the mind. Theology conceptualizes the world in relation to God, for example, as God’s creation, as identical to God or as the two being interdependent. In religions, there is often a tendency to downgrade the material or sensory world in favor of a spiritual world to be sought through religious practice. A comprehensive representation of the world and our place in it, as is commonly found in religions, is known as a worldview. Cosmogony is the field that studies the origin or creation of the world while eschatology refers to the science or doctrine of the last things or of the end of the world.
Some conceptions see the world as unique while others talk of a ‘plurality of worlds’. Some treat the world as one simple object while others analyze the world as a complex made up of many parts. In scientific cosmology the world or universe is commonly defined as ’the totality of all space and time; all that is, has been, and will be’. Theories of modality, on the other hand, talk of possible worlds as complete and consistent ways how things could have been. Phenomenology, starting from the horizon of co-given objects present in the periphery of every experience, defines the world as the biggest horizon or the ‘horizon of all horizons’. In philosophy of mind, the world is commonly contrasted with the mind as that which is represented by the mind. Theology conceptualizes the world in relation to God, for example, as God’s creation, as identical to God or as the two being interdependent. In religions, there is often a tendency to downgrade the material or sensory world in favor of a spiritual world to be sought through religious practice. A comprehensive representation of the world and our place in it, as is commonly found in religions, is known as a worldview. Cosmogony is the field that studies the origin or creation of the world while eschatology refers to the science or doctrine of the last things or of the end of the world.
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to the totality of entities, to the whole of reality or to everything that is. The nature of the world has been conceptualized differently in different fields. Some conceptions see the world as unique while others talk of a ‘plurality of worlds’. Some treat the world as one simple object while others analyze the world as a complex made up of many parts. In scientific cosmology the world or universe is commonly defined as ’the totality of all space and time; all that is, has been, and will be’. Theories of modality, on the other hand, talk of possible worlds as complete and consistent ways how things could have been. Phenomenology, starting from the horizon of co-given objects present in the periphery of every experience, defines the world as the biggest horizon or the ‘horizon of all horizons’. In philosophy of mind, the world is commonly contrasted with the mind as that which is represented by the mind. Theology conceptualizes the world in relation to God, for example, as God’s creation, as identical to God or as the two being interdependent. In religions, there is often a tendency to downgrade the material or sensory world in favor of a spiritual world to be sought through religious practice. A comprehensive representation of the world and our place in it, as is commonly found in religions, is known as a worldview. Cosmogony is the field that studies the origin or creation of the world while eschatology refers to the science or doctrine of the last things or of the end of the world.
or to everything that is. The nature of the world has been conceptualized differently in different fields. Some conceptions see the world as unique while others talk of a ‘plurality of worlds’. Some treat the world as one simple object while others analyze the world as a complex made up of many parts. In scientific cosmology the world or universe is commonly defined as ’the totality of all space and time; all that is, has been, and will be’. Theories of modality, on the other hand, talk of possible worlds as complete and consistent ways how things could have been. Phenomenology, starting from the horizon of co-given objects present in the periphery of every experience, defines the world as the biggest horizon or the ‘horizon of all horizons’. In philosophy of mind, the world is commonly contrasted with the mind as that which is represented by the mind. Theology conceptualizes the world in relation to God, for example, as God’s creation, as identical to God or as the two being interdependent. In religions, there is often a tendency to downgrade the material or sensory world in favor of a spiritual world to be sought through religious practice. A comprehensive representation of the world and our place in it, as is commonly found in religions, is known as a worldview. Cosmogony is the field that studies the origin or creation of the world while eschatology refers to the science or doctrine of the last things or of the end of the world.
has been conceptualized differently in different fields. Some conceptions see the world as unique while others talk of a ‘plurality of worlds’. Some treat the world as one simple object while others analyze the world as a complex made up of many parts. In scientific cosmology the world or universe is commonly defined as ’the totality of all space and time; all that is, has been, and will be’. Theories of modality, on the other hand, talk of possible worlds as complete and consistent ways how things could have been. Phenomenology, starting from the horizon of co-given objects present in the periphery of every experience, defines the world as the biggest horizon or the ‘horizon of all horizons’. In philosophy of mind, the world is commonly contrasted with the mind as that which is represented by the mind. Theology conceptualizes the world in relation to God, for example, as God’s creation, as identical to God or as the two being interdependent. In religions, there is often a tendency to downgrade the material or sensory world in favor of a spiritual world to be sought through religious practice. A comprehensive representation of the world and our place in it, as is commonly found in religions, is known as a worldview. Cosmogony is the field that studies the origin or creation of the world while eschatology refers to the science or doctrine of the last things or of the end of the world.
fields. Some conceptions see the world as unique while others talk of a ‘plurality of worlds’. Some treat the world as one simple object while others analyze the world as a complex made up of many parts. In scientific cosmology the world or universe is commonly defined as ’the totality of all space and time; all that is, has been, and will be’. Theories of modality, on the other hand, talk of possible worlds as complete and consistent ways how things could have been. Phenomenology, starting from the horizon of co-given objects present in the periphery of every experience, defines the world as the biggest horizon or the ‘horizon of all horizons’. In philosophy of mind, the world is commonly contrasted with the mind as that which is represented by the mind. Theology conceptualizes the world in relation to God, for example, as God’s creation, as identical to God or as the two being interdependent. In religions, there is often a tendency to downgrade the material or sensory world in favor of a spiritual world to be sought through religious practice. A comprehensive representation of the world and our place in it, as is commonly found in religions, is known as a worldview. Cosmogony is the field that studies the origin or creation of the world while eschatology refers to the science or doctrine of the last things or of the end of the world.
Bold Italic | 18/23pt
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Con il sostantivo mondo si usa designare 
la totalità della dimensione in cui vivono 
gli esseri umani, comprendente tutti i suoi 
abitanti animati e inanimati, inteso anche 
come il loro luogo primigenio in senso 
cosmologico e filosofico, distinto dagli al-
tri pianeti ed oggetti materiali o metafisici 
che costellano l’Universo. Si distingue dal 
concetto di Terra che ricopre invece il sig-
nificato di mera entità fisica. In un con-
testo metafisico, esso può anche fare 
riferimento a ogni ambito, insieme o sfera 
globale in sé compiuta, esistente nella re-
altà o nell’universo. La definizione di 
mondo nella lingua italiana proviene 
dall’espressione latina locus mundus nella 
sua accezione di «luogo pulito, chiaro, 
visibile» (cioè «mondato»), ovvero quella 
porzione della Terra, ma anche del cielo, 
Light & Light Italic | 14/18pt

Con il sostantivo mondo si usa desig-
nare la totalità della dimensione in cui 
vivono gli esseri umani, comprendente 
tutti i suoi abitanti animati e inanimati, 
inteso anche come il loro luogo primi-
genio in senso cosmologico e filosofico, 
distinto dagli altri pianeti ed oggetti ma-
teriali o metafisici che costellano l’Uni-
verso. Si distingue dal concetto di Terra 
Light Italic & Regular Italic | 14/18pt

Con il sostantivo mondo si usa desig-
nare la totalità della dimensione in cui 
vivono gli esseri umani, comprendente 
tutti i suoi abitanti animati e inanimati, 
inteso anche come il loro luogo primi-
genio in senso cosmologico e filo-
sofico, distinto dagli altri pianeti ed og-
getti materiali o metafisici che costel-
lano l’Universo. Si distingue dal con-
Regular & Medium Italic | 14/18pt

Con il sostantivo mondo si usa desig-
nare la totalità della dimensione in cui 
vivono gli esseri umani, comprendente 
tutti i suoi abitanti animati e inanimati, 
inteso anche come il loro luogo primi-
genio in senso cosmologico e filo-
sofico, distinto dagli altri pianeti ed 
oggetti materiali o metafisici che 
costellano l’Universo. Si distingue dal 
Regular Italic & Bold Italic | 14/18pt

Con il sostantivo mondo si usa designare 
la totalità della dimensione in cui vivono 
gli esseri umani, comprendente tutti i suoi 
abitanti animati e inanimati, inteso anche 
come il loro luogo primigenio in senso 
cosmologico e filosofico, distinto dagli al-
tri pianeti ed oggetti materiali o metafisici 
che costellano l’Universo. Si distingue 
dal concetto di Terra che ricopre in-
Medium & Light Italic | 14/18pt

Con il sostantivo mondo si usa desig-
nare la totalità della dimensione in cui 
vivono gli esseri umani, comprendente 
tutti i suoi abitanti animati e inanimati, 
inteso anche come il loro luogo primi-
genio in senso cosmologico e filosofico, 
distinto dagli altri pianeti ed oggetti ma-
teriali o metafisici che costellano l’Uni-
verso. Si distingue dal concetto di Terra 
Medium Italic & Regular Italic | 14/18pt

Con il sostantivo mondo si usa desig-
nare la totalità della dimensione in cui 
vivono gli esseri umani, comprendente 
tutti i suoi abitanti animati e inanimati, 
inteso anche come il loro luogo primi-
genio in senso cosmologico e filo-
sofico, distinto dagli altri pianeti ed og-
getti materiali o metafisici che costel-
lano l’Universo. Si distingue dal con-
Bold & Medium Italic | 14/18pt

Con il sostantivo mondo si usa desig-
nare la totalità della dimensione in cui 
vivono gli esseri umani, comprendente 
tutti i suoi abitanti animati e inanimati, 
inteso anche come il loro luogo primi-
genio in senso cosmologico e filo-
sofico, distinto dagli altri pianeti ed 
oggetti materiali o metafisici che 
costellano l’Universo. Si distingue dal 
Bold Italic | 14/18pt
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Con il sostantivo mondo si usa desig-
nare la totalità della dimensione in cui 
vivono gli esseri umani, comprendente 
tutti i suoi abitanti animati e inanimati, 
inteso anche come il loro luogo primi-
genio in senso cosmologico e filo-
sofico, distinto dagli altri pianeti ed og-
getti materiali o metafisici che costel-
lano l’Universo. Si distingue dal concetto 
di Terra che ricopre invece il significato di 
mera entità fisica. In un contesto metafis-
ico, esso può anche fare riferimento a 
ogni ambito, insieme o sfera globale in sé 
compiuta, esistente nella realtà o nell’uni-
verso. La definizione di mondo nella lin-
gua italiana proviene dall’espressione lat-
ina locus mundus nella sua accezione di 
«luogo pulito, chiaro, visibile» (cioè 
«mondato»), ovvero quella porzione della 
Terra, ma anche del cielo, illuminata dalla 
luce e quindi visibile, identificabile e 
riconoscibile dall’essere umano. Ma in tale 
definizione è implicito in aggiunta anche il 
valore di «ornamento» e di «elegante» in-
teso come il luogo ordinato dove regna la 
bellezza, insito anche nel greco kósmos 
con significato di «ordine, ornamento, 
bellezza», contrapposto al chàos e che 
rimanda al pensiero pitagorico ellenistico.
14/18pt Light, Light Italic & Medium

Con il sostantivo mondo si usa desig-
nare la totalità della dimensione in cui 
vivono gli esseri umani, compren-
dente tutti i suoi abitanti animati e in-
animati, inteso anche come il loro 
luogo primigenio in senso cosmologi-
co e filosofico, distinto dagli altri pi-
aneti ed oggetti materiali o metafisici 
che costellano l’Universo. Si distingue 
dal concetto di Terra che ricopre invece 
il significato di mera entità fisica. In un 
contesto metafisico, esso può anche 
fare riferimento a ogni ambito, insieme o 
sfera globale in sé compiuta, esistente 
nella realtà o nell’universo. La definiz-
ione di mondo nella lingua italiana 
proviene dall’espressione latina locus 
mundus nella sua accezione di «luogo 
pulito, chiaro, visibile» (cioè «mondato»), 
ovvero quella porzione della Terra, ma 
anche del cielo, illuminata dalla luce e 
quindi visibile, identificabile e riconos-
cibile dall’essere umano. Ma in tale 
definizione è implicito in aggiunta anche 
il valore di «ornamento» e di «elegante» 
inteso come il luogo ordinato dove 
regna la bellezza, insito anche nel greco 
kósmos con significato di «ordine, orna-
mento, bellezza», contrapposto al chàos 
14/18pt Regular, Regular Italic & Bold

Con il sostantivo mondo si usa desig-
nare la totalità della dimensione in cui 
vivono gli esseri umani, comprendente 
tutti i suoi abitanti animati e inanimati, 
inteso anche come il loro luogo primi-
genio in senso cosmologico e filosofico, 
distinto dagli altri pianeti ed oggetti ma-
teriali o metafisici che costellano l’Uni-
verso. Si distingue dal concetto di 
Terra che ricopre invece il significato 
di mera entità fisica. In un contesto 
metafisico, esso può anche fare riferi-
mento a ogni ambito, insieme o sfera 
globale in sé compiuta, esistente 
nella realtà o nell’universo. La definiz-
ione di mondo nella lingua italiana 
proviene dall’espressione latina locus 
mundus nella sua accezione di «luogo 
pulito, chiaro, visibile» (cioè «mond-
ato»), ovvero quella porzione della 
Terra, ma anche del cielo, illuminata 
dalla luce e quindi visibile, identific-
abile e riconoscibile dall’essere 
umano. Ma in tale definizione è impli-
cito in aggiunta anche il valore di «or-
namento» e di «elegante» inteso 
come il luogo ordinato dove regna la 
bellezza, insito anche nel greco kós-
mos con significato di «ordine, orna-
14/18pt Bold, Bold Italic & Regular
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Amsterdam
Light | 44pt

Bengaluru
Light Italic | 44pt

Copenhagen
Regular | 44pt

Damascus
Regular Italic | 44pt

Edinburgh
Medium | 44pt

Fortaleza
Medium Italic | 44pt

Guangzhou
Bold | 44pt

Hong Kong
Bold Italic | 44pt
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Con il sostantivo mondo si usa designare la totalità della dimensione in cui vivono gli esseri umani, comprendente tutti i suoi abitanti animati e inanimati, inteso anche come il loro luogo primigenio in senso cosmologico e filosofico, distinto dagli altri pianeti ed oggetti materiali o metafisici che costellano l’Universo. Si distingue dal concetto di Terra che ricopre invece il significato di mera entità fisica. In un contesto metafisico, esso può anche fare riferimento a ogni ambito, insieme o sfera globale in sé compiuta, esistente nella realtà o nell’universo.
Light | 32pt

Con il sostantivo mondo si usa designare la totalità della dimensione in cui vivono gli esseri umani, comprendente tutti i suoi abitanti animati e inanimati, inteso anche come il loro luogo primigenio in senso cosmologico e filosofico, distinto dagli altri pianeti ed oggetti materiali o metafisici che costellano l’Universo. Si distingue dal concetto di Terra che ricopre invece il significato di mera entità fisica. In un contesto metafisico, esso può anche fare riferimento a ogni ambito, insieme o sfera globale in sé compiuta, esistente nella realtà o nell’universo.
Regular | 32pt

Con il sostantivo mondo si usa designare la totalità della dimensione in cui vivono gli esseri umani, comprendente tutti i suoi abitanti animati e inanimati, inteso anche come il loro luogo primigenio in senso cosmologico e filosofico, distinto dagli altri pianeti ed oggetti materiali o metafisici che costellano l’Universo. Si distingue dal concetto di Terra che ricopre invece il significato di mera entità fisica. In un contesto metafisico, esso può anche fare riferimento a ogni ambito, insieme o sfera globale in sé compiuta, esistente nella realtà o nell’universo.
Medium | 32pt

Con il sostantivo mondo si usa designare la totalità della dimensione in cui vivono gli esseri umani, comprendente tutti i suoi abitanti animati e inanimati, inteso anche come il loro luogo primigenio in senso cosmologico e filosofico, distinto dagli altri pianeti ed oggetti materiali o metafisici che costellano l’Universo. Si distingue dal concetto di Terra che ricopre invece il significato di mera entità fisica. In un contesto metafisico, esso può anche fare riferimento a ogni ambito, insieme o sfera globale in sé compiuta, esistente nella realtà o nell’universo.
Bold | 32pt

In its most general sense, the term ‘world’ refers to the totality of entities, to the whole of reality or to everything that is. The nature of the world has been conceptualised differently in different fields. Some conceptions see the world as unique while others talk of a ‘plurality of worlds’. Some treat the world as one simple object while others analyse the world as a complex made up of many parts.
Light Italic | 32pt

In its most general sense, the term ‘world’ refers to the totality of entities, to the whole of reality or to everything that is. The nature of the world has been conceptualised differently in different fields. Some conceptions see the world as unique while others talk of a ‘plurality of worlds’. Some treat the world as one simple object while others analyse the world as a complex made up of many parts.
Regular Italic | 32pt

In its most general sense, the term ‘world’ refers to the totality of entities, to the whole of reality or to everything that is. The nature of the world has been conceptualised differently in different fields. Some conceptions see the world as unique while others talk of a ‘plurality of worlds’. Some treat the world as one simple object while others analyse the world as a complex made up of many parts.
Medium Italic | 32pt

In its most general sense, the term ‘world’ refers to the totality of entities, to the whole of reality or to everything that is. The nature of the world has been conceptualised differently in different fields. Some conceptions see the world as unique while others talk of a ‘plurality of worlds’. Some treat the world as one simple object while others analyse the world as a complex made up of many parts.
Bold Italic | 32pt
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EN SU SENTIDO MÁS GENERAL, LA PALABRA ‘MUNDO’ SE REFIERE A LA TOTALIDAD DE ENTIDADES, AL CONJUNTO DE LA REALIDAD O A TODO LO QUE FUE, ES Y SERÁ. LA NATURALEZA DEL MUNDO SE HA CONCEPTUALIZADO DE DIFERENTES MANERAS EN DISTINTOS ÁMBITOS. ALGUNAS CONCEPCIONES VEN EL MUNDO COMO ALGO ÚNICO, MIENTRAS QUE OTRAS HABLAN DE UNA ’PLURALIDAD DE MUNDOS’. ALGUNOS TRATAN EL MUNDO COMO UN OBJETO SIMPLE MIENTRAS QUE OTROS ANALIZAN EL MUNDO COMO UN COMPLEJO COMPUESTO POR MUCHAS PARTES.
de entidades, al conjunto de la realidad o a todo lo que fue, es y será. La naturaleza del mundo se ha conceptualizado de diferentes maneras en distintos ámbitos. Algunas concepciones ven el mundo como algo único, mientras que otras hablan de una ’pluralidad de mundos’. Algunos tratan el mundo como un objeto simple mientras que otros analizan el mundo como un complejo compuesto por muchas partes.
La naturaleza del mundo se ha conceptualizado de diferentes maneras en distintos ámbitos. Algunas concepciones ven el mundo como algo único, mientras que otras hablan de una ’pluralidad de mundos’. Algunos tratan el mundo como un objeto simple mientras que otros analizan el mundo como un complejo compuesto por muchas partes.
en distintos ámbitos. Algunas concepciones ven el mundo como algo único, mientras que otras hablan de una ’pluralidad de mundos’. Algunos tratan el mundo como un objeto simple mientras que otros analizan el mundo como un complejo compuesto por muchas partes.
único, mientras que otras hablan de una ’pluralidad de mundos’. Algunos tratan el mundo como un objeto simple mientras que otros analizan el mundo como un complejo compuesto por muchas partes.
Light | 18/23pt

EN SU SENTIDO MÁS GENERAL, LA PALABRA ‘MUNDO’ SE REFIERE A LA TOTALIDAD DE ENTIDADES, AL CONJUNTO DE LA REALIDAD O A TODO LO QUE FUE, ES Y SERÁ. LA NATURALEZA DEL MUNDO SE HA CONCEPTUALIZADO DE DIFERENTES MANERAS EN DISTINTOS ÁMBITOS. ALGUNAS CONCEPCIONES VEN EL MUNDO COMO ALGO ÚNICO, MIENTRAS QUE OTRAS HABLAN DE UNA ’PLURALIDAD DE MUNDOS’. ALGUNOS TRATAN EL MUNDO COMO UN OBJETO SIMPLE MIENTRAS QUE OTROS ANALIZAN EL MUNDO COMO UN COMPLEJO COMPUESTO POR MUCHAS PARTES.
totalidad de entidades, al conjunto de la realidad o a todo lo que fue, es y será. La naturaleza del mundo se ha conceptualizado de diferentes maneras en distintos ámbitos. Algunas concepciones ven el mundo como algo único, mientras que otras hablan de una ’pluralidad de mundos’. Algunos tratan el mundo como un objeto simple mientras que otros analizan el mundo como un complejo compuesto por muchas partes.
fue, es y será. La naturaleza del mundo se ha conceptualizado de diferentes maneras en distintos ámbitos. Algunas concepciones ven el mundo como algo único, mientras que otras hablan de una ’pluralidad de mundos’. Algunos tratan el mundo como un objeto simple mientras que otros analizan el mundo como un complejo compuesto por muchas partes.
diferentes maneras en distintos ámbitos. Algunas concepciones ven el mundo como algo único, mientras que otras hablan de una ’pluralidad de mundos’. Algunos tratan el mundo como un objeto simple mientras que otros analizan el mundo como un complejo compuesto por muchas partes.
ven el mundo como algo único, mientras que otras hablan de una ’pluralidad de mundos’. Algunos tratan el mundo como un objeto simple mientras que otros analizan el mundo como un complejo compuesto por muchas partes.
Regular | 18/23pt

EN SU SENTIDO MÁS GENERAL, LA PALABRA ‘MUNDO’ SE REFIERE A LA TOTALIDAD DE ENTIDADES, AL CONJUNTO DE LA REALIDAD O A TODO LO QUE FUE, ES Y SERÁ. LA NATURALEZA DEL MUNDO SE HA CONCEPTUALIZADO DE DIFERENTES MANERAS EN DISTINTOS ÁMBITOS. ALGUNAS CONCEPCIONES VEN EL MUNDO COMO ALGO ÚNICO, MIENTRAS QUE OTRAS HABLAN DE UNA ’PLURALIDAD DE MUNDOS’. ALGUNOS TRATAN EL MUNDO COMO UN OBJETO SIMPLE MIENTRAS QUE OTROS ANALIZAN EL MUNDO COMO UN COMPLEJO COMPUESTO POR MUCHAS PARTES.
totalidad de entidades, al conjunto de la realidad o a todo lo que fue, es y será. La naturaleza del mundo se ha conceptualizado de diferentes maneras en distintos ámbitos. Algunas concepciones ven el mundo como algo único, mientras que otras hablan de una ’pluralidad de mundos’. Algunos tratan el mundo como un objeto simple mientras que otros analizan el mundo como un complejo compuesto por muchas partes.
que fue, es y será. La naturaleza del mundo se ha conceptualizado de diferentes maneras en distintos ámbitos. Algunas concepciones ven el mundo como algo único, mientras que otras hablan de una ’pluralidad de mundos’. Algunos tratan el mundo como un objeto simple mientras que otros analizan el mundo como un complejo compuesto por muchas partes.
conceptualizado de diferentes maneras en distintos ámbitos. Algunas concepciones ven el mundo como algo único, mientras que otras hablan de una ’pluralidad de mundos’. Algunos tratan el mundo como un objeto simple mientras que otros analizan el mundo como un complejo compuesto por muchas partes.
Algunas concepciones ven el mundo como algo único, mientras que otras hablan de una ’pluralidad de mundos’. Algunos tratan el mundo como un objeto simple mientras que otros analizan el mundo como un complejo compuesto por muchas partes.
Medium | 18/23pt

EN SU SENTIDO MÁS GENERAL, LA PALABRA ‘MUNDO’ SE REFIERE A LA TOTALIDAD DE ENTIDADES, AL CONJUNTO DE LA REALIDAD O A TODO LO QUE FUE, ES Y SERÁ. LA NATURALEZA DEL MUNDO SE HA CONCEPTUALIZADO DE DIFERENTES MANERAS EN DISTINTOS ÁMBITOS. ALGUNAS CONCEPCIONES VEN EL MUNDO COMO ALGO ÚNICO, MIENTRAS QUE OTRAS HABLAN DE UNA ’PLURALIDAD DE MUNDOS’. ALGUNOS TRATAN EL MUNDO COMO UN OBJETO SIMPLE MIENTRAS QUE OTROS ANALIZAN EL MUNDO COMO UN COMPLEJO COMPUESTO POR MUCHAS PARTES.
totalidad de entidades, al conjunto de la realidad o a todo lo que fue, es y será. La naturaleza del mundo se ha conceptualizado de diferentes maneras en distintos ámbitos. Algunas concepciones ven el mundo como algo único, mientras que otras hablan de una ’pluralidad de mundos’. Algunos tratan el mundo como un objeto simple mientras que otros analizan el mundo como un complejo compuesto por muchas partes.
que fue, es y será. La naturaleza del mundo se ha conceptualizado de diferentes maneras en distintos ámbitos. Algunas concepciones ven el mundo como algo único, mientras que otras hablan de una ’pluralidad de mundos’. Algunos tratan el mundo como un objeto simple mientras que otros analizan el mundo como un complejo compuesto por muchas partes.
conceptualizado de diferentes maneras en distintos ámbitos. Algunas concepciones ven el mundo como algo único, mientras que otras hablan de una ’pluralidad de mundos’. Algunos tratan el mundo como un objeto simple mientras que otros analizan el mundo como un complejo compuesto por muchas partes.
ámbitos. Algunas concepciones ven el mundo como algo único, mientras que otras hablan de una ’pluralidad de mundos’. Algunos tratan el mundo como un objeto simple mientras que otros analizan el mundo como un complejo compuesto por muchas partes.
Bold | 18/23pt

EN SU SENTIDO MÁS GENERAL, LA PALABRA ‘MUNDO’ SE REFIERE A LA TOTALIDAD DE ENTIDADES, AL CONJUNTO DE LA REALIDAD O A TODO LO QUE FUE, ES Y SERÁ. LA NATURALEZA DEL MUNDO SE HA CONCEPTUALIZADO DE DIFERENTES MANERAS EN DISTINTOS ÁMBITOS. ALGUNAS CONCEPCIONES VEN EL MUNDO COMO ALGO ÚNICO, MIENTRAS QUE OTRAS HABLAN DE UNA ’PLURALIDAD DE MUNDOS’. ALGUNOS TRATAN EL MUNDO COMO UN OBJETO SIMPLE MIENTRAS QUE OTROS ANALIZAN EL MUNDO COMO UN COMPLEJO COMPUESTO POR MUCHAS PARTES.
de entidades, al conjunto de la realidad o a todo lo que fue, es y será. La naturaleza del mundo se ha conceptualizado de diferentes maneras en distintos ámbitos. Algunas concepciones ven el mundo como algo único, mientras que otras hablan de una ’pluralidad de mundos’. Algunos tratan el mundo como un objeto simple mientras que otros analizan el mundo como un complejo compuesto por muchas partes.
La naturaleza del mundo se ha conceptualizado de diferentes maneras en distintos ámbitos. Algunas concepciones ven el mundo como algo único, mientras que otras hablan de una ’pluralidad de mundos’. Algunos tratan el mundo como un objeto simple mientras que otros analizan el mundo como un complejo compuesto por muchas partes.
maneras en distintos ámbitos. Algunas concepciones ven el mundo como algo único, mientras que otras hablan de una ’pluralidad de mundos’. Algunos tratan el mundo como un objeto simple mientras que otros analizan el mundo como un complejo compuesto por muchas partes.
como algo único, mientras que otras hablan de una ’pluralidad de mundos’. Algunos tratan el mundo como un objeto simple mientras que otros analizan el mundo como un complejo compuesto por muchas partes.
Light Italic | 18/23pt

EN SU SENTIDO MÁS GENERAL, LA PALABRA ‘MUNDO’ SE REFIERE A LA TOTALIDAD DE ENTIDADES, AL CONJUNTO DE LA REALIDAD O A TODO LO QUE FUE, ES Y SERÁ. LA NATURALEZA DEL MUNDO SE HA CONCEPTUALIZADO DE DIFERENTES MANERAS EN DISTINTOS ÁMBITOS. ALGUNAS CONCEPCIONES VEN EL MUNDO COMO ALGO ÚNICO, MIENTRAS QUE OTRAS HABLAN DE UNA ’PLURALIDAD DE MUNDOS’. ALGUNOS TRATAN EL MUNDO COMO UN OBJETO SIMPLE MIENTRAS QUE OTROS ANALIZAN EL MUNDO COMO UN COMPLEJO COMPUESTO POR MUCHAS PARTES.
totalidad de entidades, al conjunto de la realidad o a todo lo que fue, es y será. La naturaleza del mundo se ha conceptualizado de diferentes maneras en distintos ámbitos. Algunas concepciones ven el mundo como algo único, mientras que otras hablan de una ’pluralidad de mundos’. Algunos tratan el mundo como un objeto simple mientras que otros analizan el mundo como un complejo compuesto por muchas partes.
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OpenType Features
OPENTYPE LAYOUT FEATURES

Hairline diacritics (ss01) 
Brenner Sans includes also 
simple, hairline diacritics for 
headline purposes. These 
unobtrusive accents simply 
differentiate the letters from the 
non-accented letters, and work 
great in words and logos.

THÉÂTRE théâtre ▸ THÉÂTRE théâtre 

Single storey `g` (ss02) 
Alternative version of the lower 
case letter ‘g’, including its 
accented variants. ğĝģġ ▸ ğĝģġ 
Alternative capital `K` (ss03) 
Brenner Sans includes an 
alternate capital ‘K’ with and its 
accented versions. Kong Ķosmos ▸ Kong Ķosmos 
Currency with inner stroke 
(ss04) 
Brenner Sans includes variants of 
`$` and `¢` with a stroke passing 
through.

20$ 30¢ ▸ 20$ 30¢ 
Small Caps (smcp) 
Most Typotheque fonts 
implement the Small Caps 
feature. In Adobe applications you 
can replace lower case letters 
with small caps using the 
keyboard shortcut (⌘ + ⇧ + H), or 
the OpenType menu.

Small Caps ▸ SMALL CAPS 

Latin
Keep Turkish dot on İ/i  
Turkic languages make a 
distinction between İ/i with dot 
and an I/ı without a dot, which 
needs to be preserved even when 
text is converted to small caps. 
This

DIYARBAKIR ▸ DİYARBAKIR 

All Small Capitals (smcp, c2sc) 
There are two methods of 
applying small capitals. The first 
one replaces only lower case 
letters with small caps. The 
second method, All Small Caps, 
also replaces capital letters with 
small caps. It also replaces 
regular quotation marks, 
exclamation points, question 
marks, slashes and usually also 
numerals with small caps 
variants.

All Small Caps ▸ ALL SMALL CAPS 
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OpenType Features
OPENTYPE LAYOUT FEATURES

Case Sensitive Forms (case) 
When the ‘change to caps’ 
function is applied from within an 
application (not when text is 
typed in caps) appropriate case-
sensitive forms are automatically 
applied. Regular brackets, 
parenthesis, dashes and hyphens 
are replaced with their capital 
forms.

¡¿AB?! (C-D) ▸ ¡¿AB?! (C-D) 

Circled numerals and arrows 
(dlig) 
The discretionary ligature feature 
creates real arrows when you 
type the combination -> (right 
arrow), <- (left arrow), -^ (up 
arrow) or ^- (down arrow). It also 
creates enclosed numerals when 
you type numerals inside 
parenthesis, and inverse enclosed 
numerals when you type 
numerals inside brackets. 
Discretionary ligatures are off by 
default in Adobe applications.

(1) (2) [3] -> -^ ^- ▸ ❶ ❷ ③ → ↑ ↓ 
(C) (R) (U) (P) ▸ © ® Ⓤ ℗ 

Standard Ligatures (liga) 
Standard ligatures are those 
which are designed to improve 
the readability of certain letter 
pairs. For example, when this 
feature is activated, typing ‘f’ and 
‘i’ will automatically produce the 
‘fi’ ligature. Using ligatures does 
not affect the spelling and 
hyphenation of your text in any 
way.

final ▸ final 

Proportional Lining Figures 
(lnum, pnum) 
Typotheque fonts contain various 
styles of numerals within one 
font. Old-style Figures, also 
known as ranging figures, come 
standard in our text fonts. They 
are specifically designed to work 
well in running text, as they have 
the same proportions as lower 
case letters with their ascenders 
and descenders. The proportional 
Lining Figures feature changes 
standard figures to Lining figures 
which work better with all-capital 
text.

012345$€ ▸ 012345$€ 
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OpenType Features
OPENTYPE LAYOUT FEATURES

Tabular Lining Figures (lnum, 
tnum) 
Tabular figures are for use in 
tables where numerals need to 
be aligned vertically. Tabular 
figures are available as a 
OpenType feature and have a 
fixed width in all weights. 
Typotheque fonts include both 
Lining and Old-style Tabular 
figures.

012345$€ ▸ 012345$€ 

Tabular Old-style Figures (onum, 
tnum) 
Tabular figures are for use in 
tables where numerals need to 
be aligned vertically. Tabular 
figures are available as a 
OpenType feature and have a 
fixed width in all weights. 
Typotheque fonts include both 
Lining and Old-style Tabular 
figures.

012345$€ ▸ 012345$€ 

Slashed Zero (zero) 
To avoid confusion between a 
zero and a capital O, a slashed 
zero glyph is available in most 
Typotheque fonts. It is activated 
by an OpenType feature.

012345 ▸ 0︀12345 
Arbitrary Fractions (frac) 
Typotheque OpenType fonts 
already include a number of pre-
designed diagonal fractions. The 
fraction feature allows you to 
create other fractions quickly and 
easily.

2 1/2 3 1/10 4 12/50 ▸ 2 1⁄2 3 1⁄10 4 12⁄50 

Superiors (sups) 
Replaces all styles of figures (old 
style, tabular, lining) and letters 
with their superior alternates, 
which can be used for footnotes, 
formulas, etc. Superior characters 
are more legible than 
mathematically scaled characters, 
have a similar stroke weight, are 
spaced more generously, and 
better complement the rest of the 
text.

NOTE 12 ▸ NOTE ¹² 
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OpenType Features
OPENTYPE LAYOUT FEATURES

Inferiors (sinf) or (subs) 
Replaces all styles of figures (old 
style, tabular, lining) and letters 
with their inferior alternates, used 
primarily for mathematical or 
chemical notation. Inferior 
characters are more legible than 
mathematically scaled characters, 
have a similar stroke weight, are 
spaced more generously, and 
better complement the rest of the 
text

C6H5OH ▸ C₆H₅OH 
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